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Tylö sauna i1915/c.

A grand sauna for the bathroom.

On just 2.8 square metres of floor space Tylö has created a sauna which 

can be equipped for both traditional sauna and soothing steam sauna. 

It’s a revolution in home spa design, compact enough to fit into any stan-

dard bathroom and still plenty of room for 4-5 adults.

The lacquered aluminium profiles of the frame conform to a registered 

design that ensures maximum versatility within the unique Tylö system. 

They simply clip together, so no screws are needed for assembly. The 

sleek lines of the design are a joy to behold – and simplicity itself to 

clean. The detachable jalousies make the sauna room even more versa-

tile and also help making it easy when cleaning. Art.  9607 4810.
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Thought through in every detail.

Exclusive combination instrument.
Tylö sauna i1915/c is delivered inclusive of an ex-

clusive hygrometer/thermometer with built-in LED 

lighting. Not only design and functionality in one 

piece – but also an atmosphere full of feelings.

Excellent design and quality.

Generous on the inside, but 
economical on the outside.

The sauna benches are constructed of dark ash, 

heat treated to cope with years of use. The inside 

walls are clad with beautiful, knot-free, blonde as-

pen wood of the very highest quality.

You can choose between two different sauna hea-

ters; either the Combi compact 6 RC sauna heater 

which give you access to a full-fledged steam sau-

na solution or the Sport 6 for a simpler but yet fun-

ctional traditional sauna solution.

Our Swedish designers set themselves the task of 

combining practical everyday functions with an 

elegant setting where you can relax and pamper 

yourself in style. But Tylö sauna i1915/c is also 

remarkable  for its ingenious compact design with 

the outside measures of 1895 x 1495 mm, height 

2100 mm.

The choice is yours.
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